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eulogy for a journalist and politician
- by a close friend - le devoir

TRANSLATED BY KAREN IWMEAULT,
like it or net, concerning the polit 
leal regime and socio-economic 
structures under which we here 
lived for nearly one century. Troub
les at this nature are not bom spon
taneously: they grew# in fertile 
ground. It mettais more than ever, 
during the crisis that the citizens 
give support to the reasonable 
decisions of the legitimate political 
leaders, and. at times when com
plete explanations cannot be given 
immediately, a certain benefit of 
the doubt. But it is equally Import
ant that the political leadens be
come aware of the fragility of their 
leadership and occupy themselves

1921 -1970
BY CLAUDE RYAN EDITOR

Two weeks after the act which <*f and new, of a friend whose 
opened the Crow Laporte drama, loyalty and dedication Were unh-ere- 
the cloud which, from the start **ly appreciated. It deprives, per- 
enveloped title tiaglc story, far from ticularly, the family of the assis»not

ed minister of an exempiiary head, 
a father, a son, a brother and a 
husband, who had always valued

dissipating, has continued to thick- *

en.
The kidnapping affair at first

took on a suspenseful air that family activities. |___ families. The aesisinetion of Mr. La
everyone thou#it would end hap- If deep regret exists today In the ponf h th( fim dnca y* death of
pily. Since the terrible Saturday to Province of Quebec. It's undoubted- Thomas D'Arcy McGee in 186», to
Sunday nits, there is no doubt |y because of the thought of all this , Canadian politician,
whatsoever ae to the seriousness of man has done and could have done How could ^ not be upeet?
the events. The first actions of the for the service of his people. But Getting away from politics,
drama had whipped us like no other maybe its also because of the tragic mere was in Pierre Laporte, a quai
story had before. All this was yet wey this result came about as it jty ^ attention and action which
nothing. The cruel aaastdnation of constitutes very little for the dignity mad, aack gf hit citizens feel like 
Pierre Laporte hit us this time like and freedom of public liberty in our Nantis. This minister had known, 
a dagger, pitilessly cutting into what society. Our public men are certain- dnca his admission to the Bar in 
we considered meet sacred in such |y not perfect. It even happens now two principal careers: jour-
cold bleed that h brought about re- ^ then that some are crooked. n-j#m and politic$ each, he had
pulsion end horror. to meet up with hundreds of adver-

The death of Pierre Laporte de- But an old law has always said that, 1Brie$ and to ^me in contact with 
- prived the government and perl- in ease of defiance, they be subject peop|e of a|l kindf lt all times, in 

iment of Quebec of their most vig- to the same treatment as any one of a|| ctmd,tion$ However, as much as 
orous and most efficacious members their fellow citizens, is., the most Merra ^portew* criticized (for all 
at the very time when the traits of absolute equality before the law. ^ knew y, cou|d take it and 
experience and realism of the min- And an old custom has always wwwerj also, by divergence of idea, 
ister of Labour and Immigration wanted that violent measures of were ag personally attached to him.

ind«pendable. This death any kind, not be directed to their 
deprives thousands of collaborators. ----------------------

___ their fellow citizens in public
functions We must not hesitate, 
either, to increase the severity of 
justice of the authors and accom
plices of ruch a repugnant action. 
The federal government has con
ceived of resources which we judge 
are excessive In their possible con
sequences.

But this could net make doubt
ful the necessity of forceful mi 
ores of authority during an in
definite period, to favor the work 
of the police forces. The demo
crats will have to see to it that the 
application of these measures be 
done with the maximum amount of 
discernment. without delay to Its consolidation 

by associating with those, from 
diverse sections, whose social In
fluence and moral authority are 
of another form different from pol

it would seem inappropriate but often not recognized by
(foolish) to interpret such a vig- political power. Right now, it's not 

discussions that the bridges of com- «tance as systematic desire of ob- ^ prestige or authority of any one
person but that of the democracy 

The too exclusive recourse to of Quebec that must be saved. That
dispositions of protection and to j, tha objective to which we must

DESIRE FOR 
OBSTRUCTIONHe was characterized by overt) ou nd- 

ing goodwill, a burning desire to 
help his own move forward and a 
definite worry about democraticBRUNSWICKAN’S 

NEW SECTION
munication were never completely struct»on. 
broken down, even amidst the 
worst of disagreements. At the 
Liberal congress for the Leadership criminal chases, however, will not c|jng throughout the thickness of
in January, we, at the "Devoir", ' settle the matter over a long per- EUCh a night as Quebec has lived,
had supported Mr. Bourses» rather iod. If a citizen is found guilty of To pierre Laporte's family, pert- 
than Mr. Laporte. Ex-journalist for crime, one risks, if the powers are jcul»rly to his courageous wife, to 
the "Devoir", Laporte was shock- not careful, cause a certain climate y* do!leagues and collaborators of
ed and certainly didn't hesitate to of exasperation which is in noway y* „,„ynetari minister, we wish

a stranger to the emergence of a 
phenomenon like the FLO.

The tense hours which Quebec
is experiencing presently once again purification in view of a true re- 
fa rings the question, whether we construction.

This issue of the Brunswickan has the second ed
ition of Inside which is devoted to what we feel is one 
of the most important documents ever to fall in the 
hands of a newspaper. The report on the over pro
duction of PhD's in this country may serve to help 
some people make up their minds about what they 
want to do with their lives.

Inside will be weekly and will be our pride and 
joy in that it will contain as many creative works of 
this university as we can find but that means the 
Insight Editor will need public contributions of 
poetry, prose and graphics.

The Brunswickan will now be a standard 12 
pages of increasingly better news copy once we get 
the technical bugs out and an eight page supplement 
designed to hold solid literary «id intellectual con
tent

> also
and to express our deepest simpethy 

and consternation. May this test, 
rather than ruin Quebec serve as a

let us know. However, a quick exyell
change of a few words, a few hours 
before the results of the election, 
buried all traces of grudge.

This man was a hardy player. At 
times, his opinions seemed to waver 
too easily as events progressed. But 
he had a heart of gold, a gushing 
vitality, as stunning knowledge of 
the rules of politics and especially an 
the rules of the game of politics 
and expecially an indetactile attach
ment to Quebec and her essential 
values. This is why hit loss will be 
felt by all. Never has a blow against 
one man ever been felt by so many 
fellow citizens as an attempt at

(tent

ratic
îmo-
sup-
irent

SOMETHING TO 
THINK ABOUTir in

fitly
THIS IS WORTH «vying attention to. It was last published 

in The Glynn Reporter, Brunsv/ick, Ga. It was first printed 
in the Bartlesville (Okla.) Examiner-Enterprise, 51 years ago. It 
was later editorialized ?s follows in the Concrete (Wash.) Her-

and
:on-

their own lives.ons POLITICAL
ASSASSINATION

aid, as follows:
“Your enemies are patient but thorough. Your greatest 

enemy, however, is your disregard of the danger signs.”
This was summed up by the Glynn Reporter which said: 

“If you think most of the problems that beset the world and 
our nations today just happened that way; if you think it is a 
natural trend bom of the modem age; V you think that it will

lust
Read this weeks it has something for everybody.the

iinet-The worst pert in the 
ion of Pierre Laporte isn't that a 
public man fell under the blowsons

DON’! MISS of the aggressors. In the Unitedier

1 9 States, among others, it has often 
happened that public figures were 
molested by murderers. But where suddenly all dissolve when we, the people, get tired of being
tha assasinations of the Kennedy* ‘bothered, then read an excerpt from a file on The Communist
ware "•«*» Rules for Revolution published before 1919!
wïeZSS political. ' “THE FILE WAS OBTAINED by the armed forces in Dus-

seldorf, Germany. These were the instructions issued to those 
who were to bring about world revolution:

“A. Corrupt the young, get them away from religion. Get 
them interested in sex. Make them superficial, destroy their

his
an- GERHARD LENSSEN
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ter

he
the
to Not only do the authors of this 

act give an ethical justification; 
they threaten to multiply the fig
ure. And they seem to be ready to 
use these means to count on larger 
support whether they are partial or 
impartial, the latter which one 
tends to believe.

Facing this prospective, it is of 
immediate importance to reinforce 
the protection given to those who

in
®e

MEMORIAL HALL

at 8:00 p.m.
id

ruggedness.
“B. Get control of all means of publicity and thereby:
“-Get people’s minds off their government by focusing at

tention on athletics, sexy books and plays, and other 
trivialities.

“-Divide the people into hostile groups by constantly 
harping on controversial matters of no importance.

“-Destroy the people’s faith in their natural leaders by 
holding the latter up to contempt and ridicule.

“Always preach true democracy but seize power as fas; and 

ruthlessly as possible.

“-By encouraging government extragavance destroy its

credit, produce fear of inflation with rising prices and general 
discontent.

“-Forment unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encour
age civil disorders and foster a lenient and soft attitude on the 
part of government toward such disorders.

“—By specious argument cause the breakdown of the old 
moral virtues; honesty, sobriety, continence, frith in the 
pledged word, ruggedness.

“C. Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext 
with the view of confiscation of them and leaving the pop
ulation helpless.”
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